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 .We show that the sound speed c x of the acoustic wave equation in any even
dimension can be uniquely determined by the backscattering data provided that it
is close to a constant. In the three-dimensional case, P. Stefanov and G. Uhlmann
 .SIAM J. Math. Anal. 28, 1997, 1191]1204 have proved a similar result. Their
method takes advantage of the inversion formula for the Radon transform in odd
dimensions being a local operator. This is not true in even dimensions. Moreover,
the odd-dimensional Lax and Phillips modified Radon transform fails to work in
even dimensions. In this paper, we overcome these difficulties and prove an
even-dimensional version of Stefanov and Uhlmann's result. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the acoustic wave equation
­ 2 u y c2 x Du s 0, t , x g R = Rn , 1.1 .  .  .t
where n is even. This equation describes the propagation of the acoustic
wave of small amplitude in an inhomogeneous medium with variable sound
 .speed c x ) 0. We shall consider a simple case when the inhomogeneity
is of compact support. For simplicity, we assume that for some r ) 0 the
 .sound speed c x satisfies
< <c x s 1, for all x G r . 1.2 .  .
We also consider the free or unperturbed wave equation
­ 2 u y Du s 0, t , x g R = Rn . 1.3 .  .t
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 .  .A scattering theory for Eq. 1.1 with assumption 1.2 can be easily
w xconstructed by the Lax]Phillips theory 4 . Scattering theory, roughly
 .  .speaking, involves a comparison of Eqs. 1.1 and 1.3 . Let the evolutions
 .  .  .of Eqs. 1.1 and 1.3 be described by two one-parameter operators U t
 .and U t , respectively. To each initial state f for the perturbed equation0
 .  .1.1 there correspond two states f and f such that U t f behaves likey q
 .  .U t f as t ª y` and like U t f as t ª `. The scattering operator S0 y 0 q
is then defined as the mapping from f to f .y q
The Lax]Phillips scattering theory in any odd dimension higher than
w xthree has been thoroughly presented in 4 . The main tool in Lax and
Phillips theory is the modified Radon transform, also known as translation
representation R . To get more concrete information about the scatteringn
operator S , we will use the pull-back of the scattering operator onto the
2 ny1.phase space L R = S by conjugation with R . In other words, wen
consider R S Ry1. It has been known thatn n
R S Ry1 s I q S,n n
2 ny1.where S is a linear operator on L R = S . Without the danger of
 .confusion, we will use S s y s9, u 9, u to represent the Schwartz kernel of
 .S throughout this article. Then S s, u 9, u is called the scattering kernel.
The inverse backscattering problem consists of the determination of the
 .  . ny1sound c x from the knowledge of S s, yu , u for all s g R, u g S .
Note that the inverse backscattering problem is formally determined in the
sense that the unknown coefficient and the data depend on the same
number of variables. In the three-dimensional case, Stefanov and Uhlmann
w x  .  .  .13 have proved that c x is uniquely determined by S s, yu , u if c x is
close to a constant. Their method takes advantage of the inversion formula
for the Radon transform in odd dimensions being a local operator. This is
not true in even dimensions. Moreover, the odd-dimensional Lax and
Phillips modified Radon transform, R , fails to work in even dimensions.n
In this paper, we overcome these difficulties and prove an even-dimen-
sional version of Stefanov and Uhlmann's result.
The Lax]Phillips scattering theory in even dimensions has been investi-
w x w x w x  w x.gated by Lax and Phillips 5 , Melrose 6 , and Soga 10 also see 8 . In
w x6 , Melrose introduced different modified Radon transforms, denoted by
"  .  w xR , to characterize the outgoing and incoming subspaces of 1.1 see 4n
. q  y.y1or Section 2 for definition . One can show that the form of R S Rn n
is slightly different from that in the odd-dimensional case and is written as
2 ny1.the Hilbert transform on R plus a linear operator S on L R = S .
More precisely, we have
y1q yR S R s K q S, .n n
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where K is the one-dimensional Hilbert transform and S is a linear
 .operator with the Schwartz kernel S s y s9, u 9, u . As in the odd-dimen-
 .sional case, the scattering kernel is defined as S s, u 9, u . Here we prove
the following theorem.
THEOREM 1.1. Let S be the scattering kernel associated to c , j s 1, 2,j j
 . 3nq3, ` n.satisfying 1.2 . We further assume that c g W R . Then there exists aj
constant « ) 0 such that if
5 5 3nq3 , ` nc y 1 - « , j s 1, 2,W R .j
and
S s, yu , u s S s, yu , u ;s g R, u g Sny1 , .  .
then c s c .1 2
The inverse backscattering problem for the Schrodinger equation hasÈ
w xbeen studied in the papers 9, 1, 2, 11, 12 . In the wave equation setting,
w xsome interesting results were also obtained in 7, 3 . This paper is orga-
nized as follows. In Section 2 we review some features of the Lax]Phillips
w xscattering theory and the modified Radon transforms used in 6 . In
 .Section 3 we construct the progressing wave solution of Eq. 1.1 and then
prove a relation between S y S and cy1 y cy1. This relation will lead to1 2 1 2
an identity if we have the same backscattering kernels. Finally, we prove
Theorem 1.1 in Section 4 by inverting a generalized Radon transform.
Throughout this article, C, C , and C are general constants. Their values1 2
may vary from line to line.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we give a summary of the Lax]Phillips scattering theory
and also establish a relation between S y S and cy1 y cy2 . The natural1 2 1 2
 .energy norm associated to Eq. 1.1 is given by
12 2 2 ty25 5 < < < < w xf s =f q c x f dx , f s f , f s f , f . .  . .H H 1 2 1 2 1 22
` n. ` n.The Hilbert space H is defined as the completion of C R = C R0 0
5 5  .with respect to the energy norm ? . Let U t be the solution groupH
 .  .associated to Eq. 1.1 on H. Then U t is a one-parameter semi-group of
 .unitary operators in H. Let yiA be the infinitesimal generator of U t .
Then we have
0 I
A s i .2 /c x D 0 .
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 .It can be shown that A is a closed operator and the domain D A is dense
 .in H. Setting c s 1, we get the unperturbed group U t in H related to0 0
 .the unperturbed wave equation 1.3 , where H here is the completion of0
` n. ` n. 5 5C R = C R with respect to the norm ? :H0 0 0
12 2 25 5 < < < <f s =f q f dx. .H H 1 20 2
" w xNext we discuss the modified Radon transforms, R , introduced in 6n
 w x. w x  .also see 8 . Let us denote Rf s R f , f s ­ Rf y Rf and then1 2 s 1 2
define
< < ny1.r2R f s d D Rf ,n n s
where R is the standard Radon transform, i.e.,
Rf s f x d s y x ? u dx s f x dH , .  .  .H H x
x?uss
dH being the Euclidean measure on the hyperplane x ? u s s and d sx n
y n r2. 1yn.r2 < < ny1.r22 p . D is a nonlocal operator defined in terms of itss
< < ny1.r2Fourier transform, s . It can be shown that R is an isometricn
2 ny1.isomorphism between H and L R = S and intertwines the free0
 .  .solution group U t and the translation group T , i.e., R U t s T R .0 t n 0 t n
 .   . .The solution u x, t s U t f of the unperturbed wave equation with0 1
w x  .initial condition f s f , f can be written in terms of k s, u s R f. In1 2 n
fact, we can show that
t < < ny3r2u x , t s d R sgn D D T k , 2.1 .  .n s s t
where
Rtk x s k x ? u , u du s k s, u d s y x ? u ds du . .  .  .  .H H
ny1 ny1S R=S
The key ingredient in the Lax]Phillips scattering theory is the construc-
tion of the outgoing and incoming subspaces.
q  y.DEFINITION. A subspace D resp. D is said to be the outgoing
 .  .resp. incoming subspace for U t if and only if0
 .  . " "i U t D ; D for t c 0.0
 .  . "  4ii lU t D s 0 .0
" .iii jU t D s H . .0 0
The subspaces D" can be characterized in terms of R f. One can shown
q  y.  < < ny3.r2 .that f g D resp. f g D if and only if supp sgn D D R f ;s s n
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w . ny1   x ny1. "0, ` = S resp. y`, 0 = S . We can see that the subspaces D
are not characterized in terms of the support of R f. For this reason wen
will construct different modified Radon transforms R " such that then
subspaces D" can be simply characterized by the supports of R "f .n
 w x w x.Consider the maps see 6 or 8
R " s d p ) R,n n "
where p are tempered distributions with Fourier transforms"
s ny1.r2 , s ) 0
p s s .Ã" ny1.r2 " iny3.r2.p < <y s e , s - 0.
" 2 ny1.It can be shown that R : H ª L R = S are unitary equivalencesn 0
 . and intertwine U t and T . Now we introduce two operators D .0 t s
.ny3.r2i0 with symbols
s ny3.r2 , s ) 0 .ny3 r2q s s s . i0 s .  .Ã" ny3.r2 . iny3.r2.p < <s e , s - 0.
 .ny3.r2These operators D . i0 are chosen so thats
 .ny3 r2ny3.r2 "< <sgn D D R s D . i0 R . 2.2 .  .s s n s n
 .Taking the inverse Fourier transform of q resp. q we can see that theÃ Ãq y
 .   ..  .ny3.r2   .ny3.r2 .kernel q s resp. q s of D y i0 resp. D q i0 isq y s s
w .   x. q supported in 0, ` resp. y`, 0 . Hence we obtain that f g D resp.
y. q w . ny1  yD when R f has support in 0, ` = S resp. R f has support inn n
 x ny1.  .y`, 0 = S . In view of the relation 2.2 , we can rewrite the inversion
 .formula 2.1 in an operator form
 .ny3 r2t "u x , t s d R D . i0 T R f .  .n s t n
 .ny3 r2 "s d D . i0 R f x ? u y t , u du .  .Hn s n
ny1S
 .ny3 r2. "s d D " i0 d s q t y x ? u R f s, u ds du , .  .  .Hn s n
ny1R=S
2.3 .
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where d.s e. iny3.p r2d . It is not hard to see thatn n
y1q yK s R ( R .n n
is the Hilbert transform on the s-variable. As we mentioned in the
 . qIntroduction, let S s y s9, u 9, u be the Schwartz kernel of R S yn
. y.y1  .I R . Then S s, u 9, u is called the scattering kernel.n
"  "  . 4 q y.Let us set D s f g H : R f s, u s 0, for "s - r . Then D Dr 0 n r r
 .  .can be served as the outgoing incoming subspace for U t acting on H in
"  .the sense of Lax and Phillips. Note that for f g D we have U t f sr
 .U t f , as t c 0. Using the standard arguments from the Lax]Phillips0
theory we can show that the wave operators W exist and are complete,"
where the W are defined as the strong limits"
W s s y lim U t U yt . .  ." 0
tª.`
The scattering operator S is then defined by S s Wy1W .q y
3. PROGRESSING WAVES AND THE MAIN IDENTITY
 .To begin with, we first introduce the progressing wave solution u t, x, u
 .  .of Eq. 1.1 . We let u t, x, u be the solution of the Cauchy problem
­ 2 u y c2Du s 0, t , x g R = Rn .t 3.1 .
ny1 <u s d t y x ? u , u g S . .t < 0
 .The solution of Eq. 3.1 plays a key role in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
 .Assume that c satisfies 1.2 and that
5 5 m , `c y 1 - « , 3.2 .W
w xwith some « ) 0 and m ) 0. By the arguments in 13 , we can show that
 .the solution u t, x, u is of the form
 .ny2 r2
 j.u t , x , u s a x , u h t y f x , u q r t , x , u , 3.3 .  .  .  .  . . j
jsy1
 . j  .  .  .where h s s s rj!, h s s d s and the phase function f x, u satis-j q y1
fies the following estimate when « is sufficiently small,
m , ` ny1f x , u y x ? u F C « 3.4 . .  .W B =S5r 0
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 w x.for some C ) 0 see Lemma 3.2 in 13 . Denote T s r q C « where C0 0 0
 .  j.is the constant in 3.4 . Now we can estimate the coefficients a and the
 . w xremainder term r t, x, u using the ideas in 13 with some easy modifica-
tions.
 .  .  .PROPOSITION 3.1. Let c satisfy 1.2 and 3.2 with m G 3n q 12 r2
and « sufficiently small. Then there exists a constant C ) 0, such that for
< < ny1  .  .t - 4T , and for any u g S , the solution u t, x, u of 3.1 has the form
 .3.3 with the estimates
5 y1. 5 my 2 , ` ny1a y 1 F C« , 3.5 .W B =S .5r
n y 2
 j.
my 2 jq2. , ` ny15 5a F C« , j s 0, . . . , , 3.6 .W B =S .5r 2
nr2
j
`r t , ? , u q ­ r t , ? , u F C« . 3.72 .  .  .L t L
js0
Proof. The proof is left to the reader.
 .Remark. In fact, we can see that r t, x, u s 0 whenever t F yT.
Now we can proceed to derive a relation between S y S and cy2 y cy2 .1 2 1 2
 .  ..y1We first prove a useful lemma about the kernel of U t W R .. n
 .  . wLEMMA 3.1. Let u t, x, u be the solution of 3.1 . Then yd D .n s
.ny3.r2  .  .ny3.r2  .xi0 u "t " s, x, " u , D . i0 ­ u "t " s, x, " u is the dis-s t
 .  ..y1 ` ny1.tribution kernel of U t W R , i.e., for any k g C R = S. n 0
y1.U t W R k .  .. n
 .ny3 r2"s d D . i0 u "t " s, x , " u , .  .Hn s
ny1R=S
 .ny3 r2D . i0 ­ u "t " s, x , " u k s, u ds du . 3.8 .  .  .  .s t
 .Proof. We only prove 3.8 for W . The proof for W is similar. Lety q
` ny1.  y.y1  .  y.y1 k g C R = S and set f s R k. Then U t W R k s U t q0 n y n
.  .t U yt f for some t ) 0 depending on the support of k. We denote0
w x  .  . w x  .¨ , ¨ s U t q t U yt f and let ¨ , ¨ be the right-hand side of 3.8 .Ä Ät 0 t
 . w x  .Then ¨ and ¨ solve Eq. 1.1 . Next we observe that ¨ , ¨ s U t f forÄ t 0
 .ny3.r2  .  .  .t F yt . Note that D y i0 u s q t, x, u s q s )u s q t, x, u .s q
w .Using the facts that supp q ; 0, ` and s runs over a bounded intervalq
 .  .ny3.r2 since k has compact support , we can obtain that D y i0 u s qs
.  .ny3.r2  .t, x, u s D y i0 d s q t y x ? u for t < 0. Therefore, for t < 0,s
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we have
 .  .ny3 r2 ny3 r2q¨ , ¨ s d D y i0 , D y i0 ­ .  .Ä Ä Ht n s s t
ny1R=S
= d s q t y x ? u k s, u ds du .  .
s U t f . .0
 .The last equality follows from the inversion formula 2.3 . Hence we get
 .¨ s ¨ because they satisfy Eq. 1.1 and have the same initial conditions.Ä
The proof is complete.
We are now in the position to derive a formula for S y S , where S is1 2 j
the scattering kernel related to c , j s 1, 2.j
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let S , S be the scattering kernels. Then we ha¨e the1 2
representation formula
S y S s, v , u .  .1 2
Ä n y2 y2s d ­ c y c u t , x , u u ys y t , x , yv dt dx , .  .HH  .n s 1 2 1 2
Ä .where u is the solution of 3.1 associated to c , j s 1, 2, and d is aj j n
constant. Note that the integral is interpreted in the distribution sense.
ÄX ÄY ÄProof. Throughout the proof d , d , and d are all constants. Theirn n n
` ny1.exact values are not essential to the result. Let k, l g C R = S be0
 y.y1  q.y1given and set f s R k, g s R l. Denoted by U the solutionn n j
w xgroup related to c , j s 1, 2. Following the arguments in 13 , for somej
sufficiently large t ) 0 depending on supp k and supp l we have
S y S f , g . . H2 1 0
t
s QU yt q t U yt f , U yt y t U t g dt , 3.9 .  .  .  .  . .H H1 0 2 0 2yt
where
0 0
Q s .2 2c y c D 0 / .2 1
 .  .  . 1.  . 1. y.y1Note that U yt q t U yt f s U yt W f s U yt W R k.1 0 1 y 1 y n
 .  .  . 2. q.y1  .Likewise, U yt y t U t g s U yt W R l. Next using 3.9 and2 0 2 q n
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Lemma 3.1, we get
S y S f , g . . H2 1 0
t  .ny3 r2X 2 2Äs d ??? c y c D D y i0 u s y t , x , u k s , u .  . . .H H Hn 2 1 s 1 1 1 1 11yt
 .ny3 r2 y2D q i0 ­ u ys q t , x , yu l s , u c ds du ds du dx dt .  . .s t 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 22
t  .ny3 r2X y2 y2 2Äs d ??? c y c D y i0 ­ u s y t , x , u . . .H H Hn 1 2 s s 1 1 11 1yt
= k s , u .1 1
 .ny3 r2D q i0 ­ u ys q t , x , yu l s , u ds du ds du dx dt. .  . .s t 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 22
3.10 .
 .ny3.r2 .ny3.r2 .Recall that the kernel of D y i0 D q i0 is supported ons s
w . x. y2 y20, ` y`, 0 . Since c y c and k, l have compact supports, the1 2
< <integrand in the above integral vanishes for t G t with t large enough.
Hence we can extend the t-integral to R. Then the definition of the
scattering kernel yields
S y S f , g . . H2 1 0
y1q ys R S y S R k , l .  . 2 ny1 .n 2 1 n  .L R=S
s S y S s y s , u , u k s , u l s , u ds du ds du . .  .  .  .H 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
3.11 .
 .  .In view of 3.10 and 3.11 we obtain
S y S s y s , u , u .  .2 1 2 1 2 1
 .ny3 r2X y2 y2 2Äs d c y c D y i0 ­ u s y t , x , u . .HH  .n 1 2 s s 1 1 11 1
 .ny3 r2D q i0 ­ u ys q t , x , yu dx dt. . .s t 2 2 22
The right-hand side of the formula above as a function of s , s depends1 2
 .ny3 r2 ny3.r2 .only on s y s . Note that D q i0 s y D q i0 . This is .2 1 s s
 .ny3.r2easily seen from the kernel of D q i0 . Then making a change ofs
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 .Ävariables s s s y s , t s yt q s we get2 1 1
S y S s, u , u .  .2 1 1 2
 .  .ny3 r2 ny3 r2Y 3 y2 y2Äs d ­ yD y i0 D q i0 c y c .  .  .Hn s s s 1 2
u t , x , u u ys y t , x , yu dx dt , .  .1 1 2 2
 .ny3.r2where the symbol of yD y i0 iss
s ny3.r2eyi ny3.r2p , s ) 0 .ny3 r2ys y i0 s . ny3.r2 < <s , s - 0.
 .ny3.r2 .ny3.r2Hence the symbol of yD y i0 D q i0 iss s
nr2q1 ny3y1 is , s ) 0 . nr2q1 ny3s y1 is . .nr2q1 ny3 < <y1 i y s , s - 0 .  .
 .ny3.r2 .ny3.r2  .n r2q1 ny3This implies that yD y i0 D q i0 s y1 iD .s s s
Finally, we get
S y S s, u , u .  .2 1 1 2
Ä n y2 y2s d ­ c y c u t , x , u u ys y t , x , yu dx dt. .  . .Hn s 1 2 1 1 2 2
The proof is now complete.
 . y2 y2  .Denote c x s c y c . Suppose that we have S s, yu , u s1 2 1
 . ny1S s, yu , u for all s g R and u g S . It follows from Proposition 3.22
that
­ n c x u t , x , u u s y t , x , u dx dt s 0. .  .  .Hs 1 2
 .Since c x is compactly supported, we obtain
c x u t , x , u u s y t , x , u dx dt s 0, .  .  .H 1 2
for s < 0 and all u g Sny1. Therefore we conclude that
c x u t , x , u u s y t , x , u dx dt s 0, 3.12 .  .  .  .H 1 2
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ny1  .for all s g R and u g S . We will use the identity 3.12 to prove
Theorem 1.1 in the following section.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1. The idea of the
 .proof is to substitute the progressing wave solutions into the identity 3.12
and arrange all terms according to their singularities. It turns out that the
leading term is a generalized Radon transform. Note that 3n q 3 G 3n q
.12 r2 if n G 2. So the smoothness assumption on c in Proposition 3.1 is
satisfied. We complete the proof by inverting the generalized Radon
transform. In order to invert the generalized Radon transform, we first
state a lemma which can be seen as the ``generalized'' Parseval's relation.
 . m1, ` n .  .LEMMA 4.1. Assume that f x, j g W B = R _ 0 , a x, j g5r
m2 , ` n .W B = R _ 0 and satisfy5r
1y <g <b g < <­ ­ f x , j y x ? j F C« j . .x j
< < < <; b q g F m , x g B , j / 0, 4.1 .1 5r
and
y< g <b g < < < < < <­ ­ a x , j y 1 F C« j ; b q g F m , x g B , j / 0, . .x j 2 5r
4.2 .
with m y 2 G m G 2n q 1 and « ) 0 sufficiently small. Let P be defined1 2 a
by
P f s eif  x , j .a x , j f x dx. 4.3 .  .  .Ha
2 . 2 n .Then P is a bounded operator from L B to L R and there exist twoa r j
constants C ) 0, C ) 0 independent of « such that1 2
5 5 5 5 5 5C f F P f F C f . 4.4 .1 a 2
w xThe proof of this lemma can be seen in 13 . Although the proof done
there is for the three dimensional case, it can be easily extended to any
dimension. By the same arguments, one can easily prove the following
 .COROLLARY 4.1. Let the condition 4.2 be replaced by
y< g <b g < < < < < <­ ­ a x , j F C« j ; b q g F m , x g B , j / 0, 4.5 .  .x j 2 5r
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and all other assumptions in Lemma 4.1 hold. Then the operator P satisfiesa
5 5 5 5 5 5C « f F P f F C « f , 4.6 .1 a 2
with two constants C ) 0 and C ) 0 independent of « .1 2
We now follow the plan and substitute the progressing wave solutions u1
 .  .  .and u of the form 3.3 into the identity 3.12 . Denote z s n y 2 r2.2 n
y ca y1.a y1.d s y f y f dx .H 1 2 1 2
zn
y1.  j. y1.  j.s c a a q a a h s y f y f dx . . H 1 2 2 1 j 1 2
js0
zn
 i.  j.q ca a h t y f h s y t y f dx dt .  .HH 1 2 i 1 j 2
i , js0
y1. y1.q c a r s y f q a r s y f dx .  .H 1 2 1 2 1 2
zn
 j.q ca h t y f r s y t dx dt .  .HH 1 j 1 2
js0
zn
 j.q ca h s y t y f r t dx dt .  .HH 2 j 2 1
js0
q c r t r s y t dx dt. 4.7 .  .  .HH 1 2
 .   . .By differentiating 4.7 , z i.e., n y 2 r2 times in s and using integra-n
tion by parts, we obtain
y­ zn ca y1.a y1.d s y f y f dx .Hs 1 2 1 2
s I q I q I q I q I q I q I , 4.8 .1 2 3 4 5 6 7
where
zn
y1.  j. y1.  j.I s c a a q a a h s y f y f dx , . . H1 1 2 2 1 jyz 1 2n
js0
z y1 zn n
 i.  j.I s ca a h s y f y f dx , .  H2 1 2 iqjq1yz 1 2n
js0 is0
z y1n
 j.  z .nI s ca a h s y f y f dx , . H3 1 2 jq1 1 2
js0
I s ca  zn.a  zn.h s y t y f h t y f dx dt , .  .HH4 1 2 z 1 0 2n
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y1. z y1. zn nI s c a ­ r s y f q a ­ r s y f dx , .  .H5 1 s 2 1 2 s 1 2
z y1n
 j. z y jq1.nI s ca ­ r s y f dx . H6 1 s 2 1
js0
z y1n
 j. z y jq1.nq ca ­ r s y f dx , . H 2 s 1 2
js0
I s ca  zn.h t y f r s y t dx dt .  .HH7 1 0 1 2
q ca  zn.h t y f r s y t dx dt .  .HH 2 0 2 1
q c r t ­ zn r s y t dx dt. .  .HH 1 s 2
Note. We set I s I s I s 0 when n s 2, i.e., z s 0.2 3 6 n
 . w x 2The left-hand side of 4.8 is supported on y2T , 2T = S . So is the
 .  . ` .right-hand side of 4.8 . We hence choose a cut-off function x s g C R0
 . < < < < < <1r2  .with x s s 1 for s F 2T and 0 for s G 3T. Then we apply ­ x s tos
 . < <1r2both sides of 4.8 , where ­ is defined in terms of its Fouriers
< <1r2 2transform s , and evaluate the L norm of the new equation over
ny1  .Z [ R = S . We first deal with the left-hand side of 4.8 . Denote
 . y1. . y1. .  .  .  .a x, u s a x, u a x, u and f x, u s f x, u q f x, u .1 2 1 2
1r2 zn< <­ x s ­ c x a x , u d s y f x , u dx .  .  .  . .Hs s 2  .L Z
1r2 zn< <s ­ ­ c x a x , u d s y f x , u dx .  .  . .Hs s 2  .L Z
1 1r2 z isf  x , u .n< <s s s e a x , u c x dx .  .H
2’  .2p L Z
1r221 ny1 isf  x , u .< <s s e a x , u c x dx ds du . 4.9 .  .  .H H /’2p Z
 .  . ny1  .  < <.Now we extend a x, j , f x, j to j f S by a x, j s a x, jr j ,
 . < <  < <.  .  .f x, j s j f x, jr j . Then from estimates 3.4 and 3.5 we have
1y <g <b g < <­ ­ f x , j y 2 x ? j F C« j . .x j
< < < <; b q g F 3n q 3, x g B , j / 0 4.10 .5r
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and
y< g <b g < <­ ­ a x , j y 1 F C« j . .x j
< < < <; b q g F 3n q 1, x g B , j / 0. 4.11 .5r
 .  .Using the fact that c x and a x, j are real-valued and setting j s su ,
 .s ) 0, we get from 4.9
1r2 zn< <­ x s ­ c x a x , u d s y f x , u dx .  .  .  . .Hs s 2  .L Z
1
2 n5 5s P c ,L R .a j’p
  ..where P is the operator defined in Lemma 4.1 Eq. 4.3 . Now usinga
 .Lemma 4.1 here m s 3n q 3 and m s 3n q 1 G 2n q 1 , we obtain1 2
that
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2C c F P c F C c 4.12 .L L L1 a 2
provided that « is sufficiently small. Now the business left is to estimate
< <1r2  .each term D x s I , j s 1, . . . , 7. We will show thats j
7
1r2
2< < 5 5D x s I F O « c . .  . Ls j
2js1  .L Z
Therefore the proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete by taking « ) 0 suffi-
ciently small.
We begin with the estimate on I .1
1r2< < 2D x s I .  .L Zs 1
z y1n
1r2y1.  j. y1.  j. < <F c a a q a a D x s h s y f dx .  . . H 1 2 2 1 s jyzn 2  .L Zjs0
1r2y1.  z . y1.  z .n n < <q c a a q a a D x s h s y f .  . .H 1 2 2 1 s 0 2  .L Z
s T q T .1 2
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To estimate the T term, we observe that for 0 F j F z y 1 for the case1 n
.when z y 1 s y1, i.e., n s 2, we set T s 0n 1
1r2y1.  j. y1.  j. < <c a a q a a D x s h s y f dx .  . .H 1 2 2 1 s jyzn 2  .L Z
1r2y1.  j. y1.  j. < <s c a a q a a D h s y f dx . .H 1 2 2 1 s jyzn 2  .L Z
1 ny2y2 jy1 isf y1.  j.< <s s e a aH H 1 2’2p Z
1r22
y1.  j.qa a c dx du ds.2 1 /
`1
ny2y2 jy1 isf y1.  j.s s e a aH H H 1 2ny1’p 0 S
1r22
y1.  j.qa a c dx du ds.2 1 /
1 1 ny2y2 jy1 isf y1.  j.F s e a aH H H 1 2ny1’p 0 S
1r22
y1.  j.qa a c dx du ds.2 1 /
`1
ny2y2 jy1 isf y1.  j.q s e a aH H H 1 2ny1’p 1 S
1r22
y1.  j.qa a c dx du ds.2 1 /
s A q B.
 .  .From the estimates 3.5 , 3.6 in Proposition 3.1, it follows that
5 5 2A F C« c . 4.13 .L
For the B term we have that
1r22`1
ny1 isf y1.  j. y1.  j.B F s e a a q a a c dx du ds . .H H H 1 2 2 1 /ny1’p 0 S
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Setting j s su and a s a y1.a  j. q a y1.a  j. yieldsj 1 2 2 1
if  x , j . 25 5B F e a x , j c x dx s P c . .  .H Lj aj2L
 .Now, for all 0 F j F z y 1 we have that 3n q 3 y 2 j q 2 G 3n q 3 yn
 .  .2 z y 1 q 2 s 2n q 3 G 2n q 1. Therefore from the estimates 3.5 ,n
 .  .3.6 we can check that all a 's satisfy the condition 4.5 in Corollary 4.1j
with m G 2n q 1. Applying Corollary 4.1 to the operator P we get2 aj
5 5 2 5 5 2P c F C« c . 4.14 .L Laj
 .  .Combining 4.13 and 4.14 , we obtain
5 5 2T F C« c . 4.15 .L1
It remains to estimate T . To this end, we first analyze the Fourier2
 .  .transform of x s h s y f with respect to s.0
`
is s isfe x s h s y f ds s e f s , x , u , .  .  .H 0
y`
 . `where f s , x, u is a C function in s and
1
a b g­ ­ ­ f s , x , u s O , .s x u  /< <s
< < < < ny1;a , b q g F 3n q 3, ; x g B , u g S . 4.16 .5r
Therefore,
1r2y1.  z . y1.  z .n n < <T s c a a q a a D x s h s y f dx .  . .H2 1 2 2 1 s 0 2  .L Z
1r22`1
isf y1.  z . y1.  z .n n< <s s e f a a q a a c dx du ds .H H H 1 2 2 1 /ny1’2p y` S
1r22`1
isf y1.  z . y1.  z .n nF s e f a a q a a c dx du ds .H H H 1 2 2 1 /ny1’2p 0 S
1 0 isf y1.  z .n< <q s e f a aH H H 1 2ny1’2p y` S
1r22
y1.  z .nqa a c dx du ds . 4.17 ..2 1 /
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 .It suffices to consider the first term of 4.17 since
2
0 isf y1.  z . y1.  z .n n< <s e f a a q a a c dx du ds .H H H 1 2 2 1 /ny1y` S
2`
isf y1.  z . y1.  z .n ns s e f a a q a a c dx du ds . .H H H 1 2 2 1 /ny10 S
It is easy to see that
1r22`
isf y1.  z . y1.  z .n ns e f a a q a a c dx du ds .H H H 1 2 2 1 /ny10 S
1r22
1 isf y1.  z . y1.  z .n nF s e f a a q a a c dx du ds .H H H 1 2 2 1 /ny10 S
`
ny1 isf y1.  z .nq s e f a aH H H 1 2ny10 S
1r22
y1.  z .nqa a c dx du ds.2 1 /
s D q E.
 .  .  .In view of the estimates 3.5 , 3.6 , and 4.16 , it is readily seen that
5 5 2D F C« c . 4.18 .L
 y1.  zn. y1.  zn..Next, let a s f a a q a a and j s su . Then we once againz 1 2 2 1n
 .  .  .obtain the operator P with a s a . Combining 3.5 , 3.6 , and 4.16 , wea zn
 .  .can see that a x, j satisfies the condition 4.5 with m s 3n q 3 yz 2n
 .2 z q 2 s 2n q 1. Thus by Corollary 4.1 we haven
5 5 2E F C« c . 4.19 .L
Hence we get
5 5 2T F C« c . 4.20 .L2
 .  .Now by 4.15 and 4.20 we immediately obtain
1r2
2< < 5 52D x s I F C« c . 4.21 .  .L .L Zs 1
< <1r2  . < <1r2  .Next we proceed to estimate D x s I and D x s I . For thes 2 s 3
terms involving h with j F 0, the argument above can be used directly.j
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For the terms containing h with j G 1, their estimates follow from thej
next lemma.
 .  .LEMMA 4.2. Let f x, u be gi¨ en as abo¨e. Assume that a x, u satisfies
ny1
`a x , u F C« , ; x g B , u g S . 4.22 .  .L r
If j G 1, then we ha¨e
1r2
2< < 5 5c x a x , u D x s h s y f dx F C« c . 4.23 .  .  .  .  .H Ls j 2  .L Z
Proof. It is readily seen that
C
ny1F x s h s y f s F , ; x g B , u g S , .  .  . .s j rjq1< <1 q s .
4.24 .
 .where F is the Fourier transform in s. Now the estimate 4.23 followss
 .  .directly from 4.22 and 4.24 .
 .  .Now from the estimates 3.5 , 3.6 , and Lemma 4.2 we obtain
1r2
2< < 5 5D x s I F C« c , j s 2, 3. 4.25 .  .2 Ls j  .L Z
To deal with the I term, we first observe that4
`
 z .  z .n nca a x s h s y t y f h t y f dx dt .  .  .H H 1 2 z 1 0 2ny`
4T  z .  z .n ns ca a x s h s y t y f h t y f dx dt. 4.26 .  .  .  .H H 1 2 z 1 0 2nyT Br
 .Now using the estimate 3.6 and Lemma 4.2, it follows from the integral
 .4.26 that
1r2
2< < 5 52D x s I F C« c . 4.27 .  .L .L Zs 4
 .  .Note that when n s 2 i.e., z s 0 , 4.27 is derived by the same argu-n
ments for the estimate of T .2
Next we need to estimate all terms that contain r and r . Let the1 2
7 < <1r2  .  .integral kernel of  D x s I be K s, u , x . Then we get thatjs5 s j




1r2  j. z y jq1.n< <K s D x s a ­ r s y f .  .1 s 1 s 2 1
jsy1
 j. z y jq1.nqa ­ r s y f , .2 s 1 2
4T 1r2  z .n< <K s D x s a h t y f r s y t .  .  .H2 s 1 0 1 2
yT
 z . zn nqa h t y f r s y t q r t ­ r s y t dt. .  .  .  .2 0 2 1 1 s 2
We want to show that
2 2K s, u , x ds du dx F C« . 4.28 .  .  .H H H
ny1B S Rr
 .The estimate 4.28 will immediately imply that
7
1r2
2< < 5 5D x s I F C« c . 4.29 .  . Ls j
2js5  .L Z
 .To establish 4.28 , we first prove the following lemma.
 .  .LEMMA 4.3. Let f x, u and r t, x, u be gi¨ en as in Section 3 with the
 .  . < <estimates 3.4 and 3.7 for t F 4T. Then the following estimate holds
2 21r2 j< <D x s ­ r s y f x , u ds du dx F C« , .  .  . .H H H s s
ny1B S Rr
; j s 0, . . . , z . 4.30 .n
Proof. We first observe that
21r2 j< <D x s ­ r s y f , x , u ds du dx .  .H H H s s
ny1B S Rr
21r2 j< <s D x s q f ­ r s, x , u ds du dx. .  .H H H s s
ny1B S Rr
 .  .  .Let x s, x, u s x s q f . Then it follows that x s, x, u is supported inÄ Ä
w x ny1  . y4T , 4T for all x g B and u g S . In view of the estimate 3.7 noter
.that nr2 s z q 1 , we haven
z q1n
2 2jx s, x , u ­ r s, x , u ds du dx F C« . 4.31 .  .  .  .Ä H H H s
ny1B S Rrjs0
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For 0 F j F z , define r j s x­ jr. Then we have ­ r j s x X­ jr q x­ jq1r.Ä Ä Ä Ä Än s s s s
 .From 4.31 it follows that
2 2 2j jr s, x , u q ­ r s, x , u ds du dx F C« . 4.32 .  .  .  .Ä ÄH H H s
ny1B S Rr
 .  .Now the estimate 4.30 is an easy consequence of 4.32 by interpolation.
 .  .  .From Lemma 4.3 and the estimates 3.5 , 3.6 , and 3.7 , we obtain that
2 2K s, u , x ds du dx F C« . 4.33 .  .  .H H H 1
ny1B S Rr
It remains to estimate K . Note that when y3T F s F 3T and yT F t2
 .  .F 4T , we have y7T F s y t F 4T. Since we know r t , r t vanish for all1 2
 .t F yT see the Remark after Proposition 3.1 , we can extend the esti-
 .  .  .mate 3.7 to y7T F t F 4T. Therefore it follows from 3.6 , 3.7 that
< < 2K ds du dxH H H 2
ny1B S Rr
4T 1r2  z .n< <F C D x s a h t y f r s y t .  .  .H H H H s 1 0 1 2
ny1yT B S Rr
2 z . zn nqa h t y f r s y t q r t ­ r s y t dt ds du dx dt .  .  .  .2 0 2 1 1 s 2
24T 1r2< <F C« D x s r s y t q r s y t ds du dx dt .  .  .H H H H s 2 1
ny1yT B S Rr
4T
s C« H t dt , .H
yT
where
21r2< <H t [ D x s r s y t q r s y t ds du dx. .  .  .  .H H H s 1 2
ny1B S Rr
 .It is easily seen that H t is a continuous function of t. Now arguments in
 .  .2Lemma 4.3 can be used to show that H t F C« for all yT F t F 4T.
Hence we have




22< <K ds du dx F C« . 4.34 .  .H H H 2
ny1B S Rr
 .  .  .  .The estimate 4.28 follows easily from 4.33 and 4.34 . Combining 4.12 ,
 .  .  .  .4.21 , 4.25 , 4.27 , and 4.29 we obtain
5 5 2 5 5 2C c F C« c .L L1
By choosing « sufficiently small we get c s 0. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is
now complete.
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